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Welcome to Sri Lanka, where nature’s beauty remains abundant & unspoilt. This tropical 

island nation is rich with history, heritage and breath-taking sights. Flanked by the 

Indian Ocean on all sides, it’s almost unbelievable that an island with modest dimensions 

is home to an array of experiences. Within a mere area of 65,610 kilometers lie 8 

UNESCO World Heritage Sites, 1,330 kilometers of coastline, 15 national parks 

showcasing an abundance of wildlife, nearly 500,000 acres of lush tea estates, 250 acres 

of botanical gardens, 350 waterfalls and 25,000 water bodies. 

 

ITINERARY 

 

DAY 1 

Arrive in Colombo - Kandy (D) 

Arrive in Bandaranaike international airport and proceed to Kandy.  

En-route, explore the Pinnawela Elephant Orphanage which was started in 1975 to 

house abandoned and wounded elephants; the orphanage has now grown into a big 

family.  

Then, visit Mawanella. The Spice Garden at Mawanella is a beautiful place to purchase 

aromatic spices like cinnamon, cardamom, pepper etc. 

Enjoy a sumptuous dinner.  

Overnight stay at the hotel. 
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Kandy - Occupying the island’s southern heartlands, the sublime green heights of the hill 

country are a world away from the sweltering coastal lowlands – indeed nothing 

encapsulates the scenic diversity of Sri Lanka as much as the short journey by road or rail 

from the humid urban melee of Colombo to the cool altitudes of Kandy. The landscape 

here is a beguiling mixture of nature and nurture. In places the mountainous green hills 

rise to surprisingly rugged and dramatic peaks; in others, the slopes are covered in 

carefully manicured tea gardens with neatly trimmed lines of bushes, which add a toy-like 

quality to the landscape, while the mist and clouds which frequently blanket the hills add 

a further layer of mystery. 

 

DAY 2 

Kandy (B/D) 

Enjoy buffet breakfast at your hotel.  

Proceed for Kandy city tour. You will visit Upper lake drive, market square, arts and 

crafts center, a gem museum and a lapidary.  

Visit Royal Botanical Garden. 

In evening, experience the traditional Kandyan Dance performance. 

Enjoy a sumptuous dinner.  

Overnight stay at the hotel.  

 

 

DAY 3  

Kandy – Colombo (B/D) 

Enjoy a delicious buffet breakfast at the hotel.  

Check-out of hotel and proceed towards Colombo city. 

On arrival, commence Colombo city & shopping tour.  

Enjoy a sumptuous dinner.  

Overnight stay at the hotel.  

 

Colombo - As Sri Lanka’s capital, biggest city and major port, Colombo draws together 

all the colors and cultures that make up this island nation. Markets, gardens and buildings 

both humble and grand combined with a beautiful seafront make Colombo a must-see city 

that is now home to around three million people. 

 

DAY 4 

Depart Colombo (B) 

Enjoy buffet breakfast in the hotel.  

Check-out and transfer to the airport to board your flight. Return home with wonderful 

memories of your tour. 

 

*** END OF TOUR *** 

 

 


